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ABSTRACT

Mobile genetic elements represent a large portion of the genome in many
species. Posing a danger to the integrity of genetic information, silencing and
structural machinery has evolved to suppress the mobility of foreign and
transposable elements within the genome. Condensin proteins – which regulate
chromosome structure to promote chromosome segregation – have been
demonstrated to function in repetitive gene regulation and transposon silencing in
several species. In model system Caenorhabditis elegans, microarray analysis
studies have implicated Condensin II subunit HCP-6 in the silencing of multiple
loci, including DNA transposon MIRAGE. To address the hypothesis that HCP-6
has a direct function in transcriptional gene silencing of the MIRAGE transposon,
we queried MIRAGE expression and chromatin profiles in wild-type and hcp-6
mutant animals. Our evidence confirms that HCP-6 does indeed function during
silencing of MIRAGE. However, we found no significant indication that HCP-6
binds to MIRAGE, nor that HCP-6 mediates MIRAGE enrichment of H3K9me3,
the

repressive

heterochromatin

mark

observed

at

regions

undergoing

transcriptional silencing. We suggest that the silencing of MIRAGE, a newly
evolved transposon and the only tested mobile element considerably derepressed upon loss of HCP-6, is managed by HCP-6 indirectly.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

Maintenance of genome integrity is essential to the successful
propagation and proliferation of any species. In all organisms, the abundant
presence of repetitive and mobile elements within the genome presents a danger
to the stability and fidelity of genetic information, as well as a potential reduction
in fitness for the organism as a whole. Consequently, molecular machinery has
evolved in order to suppress repeat sequence expression and transposable
element (TE) mobility within the genome. Regulation of gene expression by the
condensin complex of structural proteins has been observed in several species,
and in model system Caenorhabditis elegans, Condensin II subunit HCP-6 has
been implicated in silencing transposon MIRAGE, as well as genic loci.
The nematode small interfering RNA (siRNA) pathway is likewise
responsible for the silencing of endogenous mobile elements and protein coding
loci, as well as exogenously introduced double-stranded RNA (dsRNA).
Silencing occurs via both transcriptional and post-transcriptional mechanisms,
and has suggested the action of chromatin remodeling and structural proteins
within the pathway. Serving as an essential structural component of chromatin,
Condensin II may function as a key constituent in transposon silencing. This
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study aims to elucidate the molecular mechanism by which C. elegans DNA
transposon MIRAGE is controlled, and what function HCP-6 contributes to its
silencing.

1.1

Mobile genetic elements pose a threat to the genome
The genomes of eukaryotes are largely composed of repetitive

sequences.

In addition to coding and functionally repetitive regions such as

ribosomal DNA loci, operative gene duplications, telomeres and centromeres, a
majority of the repetitive sequence pool is composed of non-coding or “junk” DNA
– tandem arrays and satellite repeats, pseudogenes, and transposable elements.
Set apart from the many non-coding RNAs that supply a variety of generegulatory roles, “junk” sequences of this nature serve no currently known
function.

On the converse, such repeat elements are considered molecular

parasites, with overall detrimental effects on an organism’s fitness.
An estimated 45% of the human genome is recognized as being derived
from transposable elements (TEs)58. Characterized as mobile genetic elements,
TEs are DNA sequences that are capable of being reproduced and integrated
into new locations within the host genome3,50. Eukaryotic TEs are broken into
two basic classes, and can be either autonomous or non-autonomous in variety.
Class I Retrotransposons are mobilized through an RNA intermediate – they are
expressed within the host, their messenger RNA (mRNA) reverse transcribed,
and the resulting complimentary DNA (cDNA) introduced back into the
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genome50,81.

Class II DNA Transposons mobilize through a “cut-and-paste”

mechanism – these elements encode and express a transposase enzyme, which
excises the element’s DNA by binding at its termini; the excised sequence is reintegrated into the genome at preferred element-specific nucleotide sequences or
genome hot-spots. Excision is generally mediated by transposase recognition of
Terminal Inverted Repeats (TIRs) – inverted sequence of 10-400 bp flanking the
transpose gene – although some known active Class II elements exhibit
imperfect TIRs or lack them entirely50,100.
As implied, autonomous elements are those that encode all of the
enzyme(s) directly necessary for transposition. Alternatively, non-autonomous
elements have lost the ability to transpose under their own expression, largely
through mutation or degeneration of element sequence. Lack of self-sufficiency
in non-autonomous elements does not keep them immobile; these deteriorated
relic sequences may be recognized and excised by the active transposase of a
related autonomous family-member element81. Additionally, the transposase of
DNA elements is not cis-acting. Following expression, transposase mRNA must
still be transported to the cytoplasm for production of the enzyme; upon re-entry
to the nucleus, the enzyme is unable to discriminate between active and inactive
elements58.
Transposable elements are damaging both to an organism’s viability and
the viability of its offspring. On the smallest scale, excision and insertion of TEs
results in double strand breaks and nicks in DNA. Such lesions trigger DNA
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damage-response and repair pathways, and may ultimately lead to cell-cycle
checkpoint activation and cell death. On a grander scale, TE mobilization can
trigger genome instability in the form of large deletions or rearrangements of the
genome, precipitated by altered recombination via repetitive regions as well as
the simple uptake and redistribution of neighboring sequence as an element
mobilizes. Excision and insertion of an element may disrupt the gene coding
sequence, or modify gene function by altering upstream or downstream
regulatory regions. Any mutations sustained in the germline will be passed down
to offspring, and have the potential to affect the fecundity of further progeny.
Mobile elements pose an additional danger to the genome when
considering the ecology of an organism as a whole. Selfish genetic elements
incite a manner of genetic conflict within an individual, as they are capable of
“enhancing [their] own transmission relative to the rest of an [organism’s]
genome”96. Such competition is disadvantageous, as these elements impose
increased energy demands on an organism by appropriating its transcriptional
and translational resources and usurping cellular machinery.

Transposable elements in Caenorhabditis elegans. Roughly one-fifth
of the genome of C. elegans is estimated to be composed of transposable
elements and their derivatives20,92.

While such representation is relatively

moderate in comparison with other organisms, the nematode stands apart in that
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95% of this sequence is of the Class II DNA Transposon variety – significantly
higher than Class II representation in any other species tested thus far25,58.
The remaining small fraction of mobile elements is comprised of LTR and
non-LTR retrotransposons.

Together consisting of 23 currently delineated

families, they account for more than one thousand detected full-length and
degenerate sequences8,11. However, retrotransposition in the nematode genome
has yet to be reported8.

The Tc1 DNA Transposon. The most abundant and characteristic species
of DNA transposon within the nematode is Tc1; it is represented by 32
individually active copies within the C. elegans Bristol N2 strain, and upwards of
300 copies within the permissive strain Bergerac BO20. The founding member of
the Tc1/mariner superfamily, in nematodes Tc1 is 1,610 base pair (bp) long and
contains two 54 base pair terminal inverted repeats71,72. Extremely widespread
in nature, Tc1 elements of varying lengths have been noted throughout the three
domains of life8.
In C. elegans, Tc1 is reported to be transcribed as a single long transcript
containing two open reading frames (ORFs), and producing two polypeptides
from different translational reading frames; the transposase enzyme only has
been attributed to the transcript71,97. Transcription of Tc1 is entirely dependent
on read-through from neighboring genes however, as the element does not have
its own internal promoter73,91. Fully silenced in the germline of wild-type Bristol
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N2 worms by siRNA mechanisms, Tc1 is active in the soma and requires only its
single transposase for mobility; the intense activity of Tc1 in the germline of the
Bergerac strain is hypothesized to be the main cause of spontaneous mutations
in that strain38,52.

Tc1 transposition favors integration into TA dinucleotide

sequence, and the staggered double strand break (DSB) which remaining
following excision generally reveal a TIR footprint71.

The MIRAGE DNA Transposon. Unlike the widespread Tc1 element, the
MIRAGE family of DNA transposon has been identified in the nematode genome
only50. Discovered only recently based on computational studies, it is considered
to be a very young autonomous transposable element50. Currently, there are
twelve annotated copies of MIRAGE fixed in the genome – six full-length copies,
and six partial or degraded copies. A full length MIRAGE element is represented
by a 5,619 base pair sequence, composed of two open reading frames flanked
by 53 base pair terminal inverted repeats. The novel transposase encoded by
MIRAGE is not similar to those encoded by any known mobile element
superfamily; however, discovery of a ribonuclease H (RNase H)-like fold
containing the catalytic amino acid triad DDE/D – two aspartic acid (D) residues
followed by a glutamic or aspartic acid (E/D) residue – strongly suggests that the
transposase is functionally active50,67,100. Excision of MIRAGE generates 2 base
pair target site duplications (TSDs).
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Like Tc1, the transposase of MIRAGE does not possess an internal
promoter, and expression may be attributed to read-through transcription; DNA
transposons in many species exhibit a propensity for insertion within introns25,26.
Indeed, several MIRAGE elements are located within large introns of proteincoding genes expressed throughout development15,20,97.

Transcribed at

significantly lower levels than the surrounding genic material, expression of
MIRAGE mRNA nevertheless appears to peak at the young adult stage97. This is
consistent with the paradoxical idea of low-level, baseline transcription of the
entire genome, and the necessity of transcription from heterochromatic loci in
order to induce their silencing68,72,90.

Cer Family Retrotransposons. While comprising only a small fraction of
the C. elegans TE pool, retroelements are represented within the organism by
nineteen LTR families and four non-LTR families8,29. Like their viral precursors,
the Cer (C. elegans retrotransposon) LTR elements contain Gag (group specific
antigen) and Pol (polymerase) regions, which encode a zinc-coordinating motif
and the reverse transcriptase, RNase H, and integrase (INT) enzymes,
respectively11. In addition to LRTs, Cer elements begin and end with familyspecific dinucleotide inverted repeats (DIRs), and terminal-most flanking repeats
caused by repair of integration events11.
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1.2

Small interfering RNA pathways combat repetitive sequences
In order to counteract the adverse fitness effects presented by parasitic

genetic elements, organisms throughout the three domains of life have evolved
machinery to suppress transposon mobilization within the genome. In model
system Caenorhabditis elegans, transposable element inhibition is mediated
concurrently through the Piwi-interacting (piRNA) pathway and the endogenous
WAGO/mutator associated siRNA pathway. Broadly, silencing pathways in C.
elegans operate by initially producing low-abundance primary siRNAs; these are
then used as triggers to amplify the small RNA silencing signal by generating –
through an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) mechanism – highly
abundant effector secondary siRNAs5,70,99. Secondary siRNAs interact with a
subset

of

Argonaute

proteins,

and

mediate

transcriptional

and

post-

transcriptional gene silencing (TGS and PTGS, respectively) via complimentary
binding to nascent (TGS) and mature (PTGS) RNA transcripts31,67.

Primary 21URNAs
Primary small interfering RNAs belonging to the piRNA pathway are
directly transcribed by RNA Polymerase II from two regions of chromosome IV,
and rely on two upstream sequence motifs to regulate expression6,75. Mature C.
elegans piRNAs are 21 nucleotides in length with a 5’ monophosphorylated
uridine – consequently termed 21U RNAs – and interact with Argonautes PRG-1
and PRG-2 (Piwi-related gene-1 and -2)6,75.

21U RNA transcripts are highly
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expressed in the germline and early embryo, and enriched for transposon
sequence both in the sense and antisense orientation5,6,21. Paradoxically, many
transposable elements currently annotated – including DNA Transposon
MIRAGE – do not themselves exhibit mapping 21U RNAs, and may TEs escape
21U recognition6. 21U RNAs do not show sense/antisense bias75.
Additionally, while PRG Argonautes do contain the catalytic motif
indicative of endonuclease “slicer” activity, this is reported to be dispensable for
21U RNA silencing5. As such, primary 21U RNAs feed into the RdRp-driven
secondary siRNA amplification cycle, producing the WAGO class 22G siRNAs
responsible for the bulk of transposon silencing2,5.

Secondary siRNAs
Secondary siRNAs are predominantly antisense to their targets, and exist
in two flavors – the WAGO class 22G RNAs and the CSR-1 (“caesar” –
chromosome-segregation and RNAi deficient-1) associated 22G RNAs.

As

implied, these siRNAs are most often 22 nucleotides in length, and
predominantly start with a 5’ guanosine; they posses a triphosphorylated 5’
terminus as a result of RdRp amplification31. Dicer-related helicase-3 (drh-3) is a
key component of the core RdRp module responsible for secondary siRNA
amplification, and loss of this factor dramatically reduces both WAGO and CSR-1
22G RNA formation ,and desilences 22G RNA target loci37.
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WAGO group 22G RNAs and transcriptional silencing. The twelve WAGO
group Argonautes can also be subdivided into two factions – nuclear and
cytoplasmic. Nuclear WAGOs HRDE-1 (heritable RNAi defective-1) and NRDE-3
(nuclear RNAi defective-3) operate in nuclear silencing pathways of the germline
and soma, respectively, and depend upon non-Argonaute core nuclear silencing
factors NRDE-1/2/4 for effective transcriptional gene silencing12,13,35.
remaining

cytoplasmic

WAGOs

transcriptional silencing99.

act

semi-redundantly

to

mediate

The
post-

However, WAGO Argonautes lack the catalytic

residues required for an active endonuclease domain, and thus are unable to
mediate silencing through “slicer” activity; precisely how WAGO 22G RNAs
achieve post-transcriptional gene silencing remains under investigation43,99.
The mechanisms of transcriptional gene silencing, long described in
plants, have only recently been elucidated in the nematode67,101. In the present
model, 22G RNAs associate with nuclear WAGOs HRDE-1 or NRDE-3, which
recognize nascent pre-mRNA targets and engage downstream nuclear silencing
factors NRDE-1/2/412,13.

As currently understood, the NRDE factors mediate

transcriptional silencing via hierarchical assembly to both the nascent transcript
and chromatin: upon target recognition, NRDE-2 is recruited to nascent premRNA, followed by NRDE-1; NRDE-1 is then also recruited to chromatin, in a
NRDE-4 dependent manner13,36. Association of NRDE factors with the targeted
nascent transcript and chromatin serves to concurrently block elongation of
transcribing RNA Polymerase II and recruit the repressive histone H3 lysine 9
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trimethylation (H3K9me3) mark to the target site12,13,36,37.

This manner of

transcriptional silencing in C. elegans is referred to alternatively as “nuclear
RNAi” and “NRDE-mediated” silencing.

CSR-1 group 22G RNAs and chromosome organization. The 22G RNAs
associated with Argonaute CSR-1 primarily target germline expressed protein
coding genes; rather than silence, CSR-1 binds chromatin at its target loci17. The
function of CSR-1 siRNAs is to promote accurate chromosome segregation, and
CSR-1 appears to establish distinct chromatin domains17. Loss of CSR-1 results
in disorganized centromeres and mis-loading of kinetochore proteins17.
Interestingly, loss of 22G RNA biogenesis factor DRH-3, and thus depletion of
CSR-1 22G RNAs, likewise results in highly disordered mitotic localization of
Condensin II subunit KLE-217.

1.3

Chromatin remodeling and structural components
in small-RNA mediated silencing
The accumulation of a repressive histone mark to target sites during

transcriptional gene silencing suggests the supplementary recruitment of
chromatin remodeling and structural components.

Heterochromatin proteins,

several histone methyltransferases (HMT), and select Polycomb Repressive
Complex (PRC) proteins have been linked to changes in chromatin domains
during small-RNA mediated silencing2,74. Additionally, condensin proteins have
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been broadly implicated in chromatin organization during silencing events, and
specifically in repression of transcription in several species57,76,98. This function
has been reported to be direct and local, through binding and altering of
silencing-target loci, as well as indirect or from a distance (reviewed in Hirano
2012).

Heterochromatin domains at siRNA target loci
Heterochromatic marks established upon siRNA transcriptional gene
silencing necessitate the function of HMTs upon target recognition. Studies in S.
pombe have revealed that HMT Clr4 is recruited to transcribed regions upon
Argonaute binding of nascent transcripts during RNAi mediated heterochromatin
domain formation4. Likewise, heterochromatin formation upon heritable nuclear
siRNA silencing in C. elegans is reported to be dependent on predicted HMT
SET-252.
Similarly to SET-25 and related protein SET-32, piRNA silencing of
endogenous repetitive loci is defective upon loss of heterochromatin protein
homolog HP2, an essential component of heterochromatin2,60. The Drosophila
HP1 homolog Rhino is also necessary in piRNA production, whereas repetitive
loci in S. cerevisiae are silenced by its single condensin complex39,56. This lends
evidence that chromatin modifiers and structural proteins – such as condensins –
work in concert to effect heterochromatin domain formation upon small RNA
silencing.
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The condensin complex, transcriptional domains and transposons
Condensin proteins are conserved pentameric complexes able to bind and
supercoil DNA, and are essential for the proper organization of chromatin
structure, the faithful segregation of genetic information in both mitosis and
meiosis, and the regulation of gene expression during interphase22,40,45,55. In C.
elegans, three condensin complexes exist: Condensin I and Condensin II are
required for the proper condensation and segregation of chromosomes in mitosis
and meiosis, whereas the specialized dosage compensation complex Condensin
IDC functions in down-regulating hermaphrodite X-linked gene expression to
equal that of males18,19. The subunit composition of these complexes is almost
identical: Condensin I and II incorporate the same core Structural Maintenance of
Chromosome (SMC) subunits but differ in their complement of Chromosome
Associated Proteins (CAPs), while Condensin IDC mimics Condensin I with the
exception of only its SMC-4-type protein, DPY-2718,40.

Each pentameric

condensin complex is composed of two core SMC subunits and three CAPs.
The SMC subunit MIX-1 is shared among all C. elegans condensins, and is
coordinated with SMC-4 in Condensin I and II; SMC-4 is replaced by DPY-27 in
Condensin IDC19. Condensin I and IDC share a CAP contingent of proteins DPY26, DPY-28 and CAPG-1, while Condensin II is specific for CAPs KLE-2, HCP-6
and CAPG-240.
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In addition to the maintenance and manipulation of chromatin architecture,
condensin proteins from various organisms play a role in gene silencing at the
level of transcription. Transcriptional silencing of tRNA and mating-type loci in S.
cerevisiae depends upon the single yeast Condensin, and in Drosophila, the
transcriptionally repressive state of heterochromatin depends upon Condensin
I22.

The CAP-G2 homolog of mouse Condensin II is antagonistic to gene

activation through interaction with transcription factors, while binding of S. pombe
condensin with RNA Polymerase III transcription machinery contributes generally
to genome architecture, and specifically to repeat-associated centromere
composition41,47,64,98. On a slightly extended scale, C. elegans hermaphroditespecific gene regulation is achieved through motif-specific X chromosome
binding and subsequent spreading of Condensin IDC 10,49.
Drosophila Condensin II subunits have been reported to directly regulate
localized clusters of genes, binding around active chromatin territories to
potentially maintain a primed, poised-for-activity state41,62. Condensin II activity
in Drosophila is also reported to compartmentalize the genome into distinct
regions within the nucleus, and loss of the single S. cerevisiae condensin results
in disruption of nucleolar tRNA clustering7,39. Studies in yeast suggest also that
heterochromatin-euchromatin boundary elements created by tRNA genes are
maintained and mediated by condensin proteins48.
Condensin proteins have in addition been directly linked to transposon
silencing. The Drosophila HCP-6 counterpart dCAP-D3 binds both retroelements
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and the surrounding genomic environs to restrict transposition7,76. Transposon
mobilization is similarly repressed by Drosophila dCAP-H2, the C. elegans
Condensin II equivalent of KLE-276. Nematode Condensin II binds to a subset of
promoters, tRNA and long non-coding RNA regions, and the binding of these
regions by KLE-2 is transcriptionally repressive57.
Likewise, condensin proteins hint at association with small RNA silencing
pathways. In S. pombe, loss of RNAi machinery abrogates accurate segregation
of chromosomes, telomere clustering and centromere cohesion42. Loss of C.
elegans DRH-3 – and thus 22G RNAs – results in anaphase bridging and
chromosome segregation defects reminiscent of Condensin II depletion23.

In

Drosophila, HCP-6-type Condensin II subunit dCAP-D3 localizes within the body
of repressed genes, potentially functioning as a boundary or insulation element –
comparable to both the establishment of H3K9me3 marks during nuclear RNAi,
and the establishment of chromosome organization by the CSR-1 22G RNA
pathway14,17,63. The piRNA pathway of Drosophila is further linked to condensins
as RNA helicase Vasa is reported to promote mitotic chromosome condensation
and directly interact with Condensin I DPY-26-like subunit Barren69.

1.4

Silencing of the MIRAGE element
With increasing evidence for a chromatin structural component in

transcriptional silencing and condensin function in gene repression, the broad
question becomes: do C. elegans condensins play a direct role in gene
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silencing?

Studies from the Hagstrom Lab initially addressed this question

through comparison of gene expression in wild-type and Condensin II hcp-6
mutant animals by microarray, and observed up-regulation of transposon-related
loci. This finding introduced the consideration that Condensin II may have a
general role in transposon silencing. Particularly, the nematode-specific DNA
transposon MIRAGE shows evidence of drastic de-silencing upon loss of HCP-6.
These observations propose that chromatin structural component HCP-6 may
directly function in silencing of endogenous transposon loci, and may specifically
regulate the young autonomous element MIRAGE. The molecular mechanism
by which MIRAGE is controlled, and what function HCP-6 contributed to its
silencing,

are

investigated

immunoprecipitation techniques.

using

expression

analysis

and

chromatin
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CHAPTER II

Condensin II Subunit HCP-6 Functions in MIRAGE Silencing

2.1

Introduction
Endogenous small RNA silencing pathways in the worm C. elegans

operate to repress expression of genic and non-genic sequences and the
mobilization of transposable elements, preserving both soma and germline
against hazards to the genome. In the germline, endogenous secondary 22G
siRNAs load onto select worm-specific Argonautes of the WAGO clade, to
mediate target repression via transcriptional gene silencing12,37,102. Silencing at
the transcript level involves target site recruitment of heterochromatin marks and
inhibition of RNA Polymerase II, and strongly suggests action of chromatin
remodeling and structural components.
Chromatin mitotic and meiotic structural component Condensin II has
been implicated in silencing endogenous germline targets. Condensin II shares
core protein MIX-1 (mitosis and X-associated-1) with two other condensin
complexes of C. elegans, but shares core protein SMC-4 only with Condensin I18.
Subunits HCP-6 (holocentric chromosome binding protein-6), KLE-2 (kleisin
family-2), and CAPG-2 (capg condensin subunit homolog-2) comprise the CAP
complement of Condensin II, and are unique to the complex18. The SMC and
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CAP subunits are able to localize to condensed chromosomes independently of
each other, and the Condensin II complex as a whole localizes to chromatin
domains enriched for centromeric heterochromatin protein CENP-A16. On the
holocentric chromosomes of C. elegans, mitotic and meiotic localization of
Condensin II mimics the discrete kinetochore/centromere pattern, which is
distinct from the broad chromosomal localization of Condensin I18. Loss of both
CENP-A paralogs disrupts localization of Condensin II CAP subunit HCP-6, but
not SMC core subunit MIX-116.

Proper centromere assembly is required for

HCP-6 organization on chromosomes, and disruption of CENP-A organization in
CSR-1 Argonaut mutants mislocalizes Condensin II subunit KLE-217,83.
In the temperature sensitive point mutant hcp-6(mr17), chromosomes fail
to fully condense – they lack the rigidity of wild type chromosomes, and are
prone to twisting33,83.

Loss of Condensin II subunits results in chromosomal

anaphase bridges and mitotic segregation defects; this phenotype is also
displayed upon loss of 22G RNA biogenesis factor DRH-323,83.

DRH-3 is

localized to perinuclear P granules with effector Argonaute CSR-1, and disruption
of P granule assembly leads to up-regulation of a subset of genes also
derepressed upon loss of HCP-617,82.
This small subset of genes also map small RNAs co-immunoprecipitating
with germline nuclear Argonaute HRDE-1, suggesting that they undergo
transcriptional repression via heritable nuclear RNAi12.

MIRAGE DNA

Transposon, RNase H protein rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2 – which is located in a
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region dense with retrotransposon sequence – are all upregulated in hcp6(mr17), and exhibit NRDE-pathway dependent H3K9me3 enrichment12.
Derepression of transposon and transposon-associated loci, along with depletion
phenotypes shared by siRNA pathway factors, implicates Condensin II subunit
HCP-6 in silencing transposable element loci.
In interphase, HCP-6 is generally localized to the nucleus and, in
Drosophila, is reported to sit within the body of genes that are being repressed62.
With the above, this evidence predicts that Condensin II may operate to repress
a subset of transposon loci subject to germline nuclear RNAi and marked by
enrichment of heterochromatin.

2.2

Results
DNA transposon MIRAGE is de-repressed in a Condensin II mutant
Previous results from the Hagstrom Lab indicate that Condensin II subunit

HCP-6 may play a role in gene silencing. Part of those initial studies, microarray
analysis of gene expression in wild type and Condensin II hcp-6(mr17) mutant
animals exhibited consistent mis-regulation of transposon-related loci. This holds
with recently reported findings of condensin-dependent transposon regulation in
other organisms57,62,76.
Microarray results also implicated that loss of HCP-6 function also leads to
de-repression explicitly of DNA transposon MIRAGE.

MIRAGE derepression

was exhibited specifically in adult hermaphrodite samples, which contain both
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soma and germline tissues, and not L1 stage larval worms, which consist largely
of somatic tissues.

Additionally, MIRAGE element mis-regulation appears

independent to that of “parent genes.”

A representative example of such is

MIRAGE element WBTransposon00000002; composed of two open reading
frames, R09E12.6 and R09E12.5, this element sits within the large first intron of
parent gene Seven Trans-membrane Receptor str-238, which constitutes ORF
R09E12.4. While fold change for this particular MIRAGE locus probe set is not
drastic, expression mis-regulation of transposon versus parent gene is clearly
detectable, and this specificity is maintained among separate biological replicates
(Figure 2.1A).

The high overall signal level of general MIRAGE element

derepression is generated from the collection of probes mapping to all twelve
MIRAGE loci, which together eclipse the low fold change signal generated from
probes mapping specifically to MIRAGE ORFs R09E12.6 and R09E12.5.
Several families of both Class I and Class II transposons were
represented on the array with a minimum cutoff of 10 probes; however, MIRAGE
appeared as the sole element exhibiting increase in expression for the mutant
condition (Figure 2.1B). Conversely, significant up-regulation was also observed
for RNase H ribonuclease rnh-1.3 and TATA-binding protein (TBP) associated
factor taf-7.2, which has a potential gene regulatory role via its association with
promoter and transactivator regions95. Additionally, hcp-6(mr17) mutant downregulation was notable for half-molecule ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter
haf-6, which is required for RNA interference and also displays transposon
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Figure 2.1: Condensin II mutant shows derepression of MIRAGE by microarray
(A) Fold change and specific derepression of representative MIRAGE DNA transposon
locus WBTransposon00000002, as observed by microarray.

The two open reading frames

forming MIRAGE transposon (R09E12.6 and R09E12.5) are contained within the large first intron
of gene str-238 (ORF R09E12.4). Condensin II mutant animals showed consistent and specific
derepression of MIRAGE loci among biological replicates; at this locus, MIRAGE is mildly
derepressed while parent gene str-238 expression is unaffected. Cartoon at bottom depicts locus
organization. Box plot courtesy of Jia Xu, UMMS Bioinformatics Core.
(B) Transposable element fold change in Condensin II mutant hcp-6(mr17) compared to
wild type, representative biological replicate.

Of transposons represented on the microarray,

MIRAGE (yellow) is the sole element significantly mis-regulated in hcp-6(mr17). Scatter plot
courtesy of Jia Xu, UMMS Bioinformatics Core.
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silencing defects upon its depletion85,86. This evidence raised the question of
whether Condensin II had a general role in silencing transposons.
In order to address whether Condensin II functions broadly in transposon
silencing – as well as corroborate the observed microarray data and confirm that
results could be replicated – expression analysis of select transposable elements
was carried out in wild-type and Condensin II mutant animals using quantitative
reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR).

Transposable elements tested

comprised both Class I and Class II species, and were selected to represent
different subclasses, structures and phylogenetic clades where possible.
Phylogenetic grouping of Cer family LTR retrotransposons is based upon
the evolutionary relationship of RT domain proteins, and the specific tRNA
primers utilized by these enzymes for transcription11,27. Cer1 elements fall into
the gypsy/Ty3 clade, while Cer7 and Cer10 belong to the Tas/Bel/Pao group;
Cer7 stands apart however, as it encodes its own 71 base pair tRNA primer27,60.
Line2A is the only chosen non-LTR retrotransposon and, like the MIRAGE DNA
transposon, contains a C. elegans-specific coding region; it is predicted to have
been active very recently97.
The Tc1/mariner superfamily of DNA transposons was represented by Tc1
and Tc3; following Tc1, Tc3 is the second-most abundant DNA transposon in C.
elegans. Tc3 is particularly notable in that two distinct 21U RNA sequences have
been discovered which map to the element; 21U RNAs mapping to Tc1 have yet
to be revealed21. The element Tc4 exhibits a unique fold-back structure of near-
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identical 774 base pair TIRs flanking a small internal sequence of only 57 base
pairs8. Similarly, Turmoil2 is considered a palindrome; part of the HARBINGER
superfamily, it exhibits extremely long and almost perfect TIRs8. The MudR2
element is part of a superfamily of highly aggressive plant and bacterial
transposons54.
Expression of transposon mRNA was assayed in three biological
replicates of adult hermaphrodite wild type and hcp-6(mr17) animals, and fold
change of mRNA was calculated using the ΔΔCt (Livak) method (Figure 2.2).
Samples assayed were independent of those used in the initial microarray
studies, and focused on synchronized adult hermaphrodite worms aged 24 hours
post L3/L4 stage molt. The normalization control utilized was ama-1, encoding
the large subunit of RNA Polymerase II. Of the Class I elements assayed, Cer10
appears to exhibit a moderate 2.6-fold average increase in expression upon loss
of HCP-6 function; however, statistical analysis using Students T-Test proved
this to be insignificant (p value = .056).

Of the Class II elements assayed,

MIRAGE again exhibits a striking increase in expression in the hcp-6(mr17)
mutant. The average 8.3-fold change in expression was found to be statistically
significant (p value = 3.27 x 10-5), and confirmed microarray data reporting a 6.310.4 fold increase in expression from two annotated loci of MIRAGE (data not
shown).
This data suggests that expression of the MIRAGE element is indeed
moderated in a pathway or system dependent on Condensin II subunit HCP-6, in
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a consistent and reproducible manner. Independent analysis by both microarray
and qRT-PCR confirms MIRAGE DNA transposon mRNA expression levels are
increased in hcp-6(mr17) mutants. However, transcript levels of several other
transposable elements, representing different subclasses, structures and
phylogenetic clades, were not appreciably altered in the condensin mutant. This
indicates that Condensin II does not serve a broad function in general transposon
silencing, but may rather play a specific role in silencing the young autonomous
element MIRAGE.
As an integral component of chromatin structural machinery, HCP-6
localizes to the nucleus throughout the cell cycle, underscoring the likelihood of
non-mitotic roles in gene regulation. Potential mechanisms by which Condensin
II may silence MIRAGE were next addressed in the context of known transposon
silencing processes.

Condensin II regulates targets of the germline siRNA pathway
Transposons, pseudogenes and cryptic loci – as well as some protein
coding genes – are silenced in the germline to maintain genome stability and
protect genome integrity. Targeting of these loci occurs in part through select
secondary WAGO Argonautes and their associated 22G RNAs, collectively
comprising the “nuclear RNAi pathway”14,38. Specifically, such “NRDE germline
targets” rely upon WAGO HRDE-1 and factors NRDE-1/2/4, and exhibit loss of
silencing upon loss of these components12.

Transcriptional silencing via the
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germline nuclear RNAi pathway is marked by accumulation of heterochromatin
mark H3K9me3 at target loci12,13,37. As transposon silencing in C. elegans and
other organisms occurs via germline nuclear small RNAs, and Condensin II
subunit HCP-6 is observed to silence MIRAGE DNA transposon in the germline,
two questions emerge81,90,94. First, does Condensin II also regulate expression
of loci known to be targets of the germline NRDE pathway? And second, does
Condensin II silence MIRAGE through the same H3K9me3-dependent
transcriptional silencing mechanism utilized by the nuclear RNAi machinery?
In order to determine if Condensin II plays a role in the nuclear silencing of
additional germline targets, expression analysis of identified NRDE germline
targets was carried out in wild type and hcp-6(mr17) mutant animals using qRTPCR.

Also analyzed were the mutant nrde-2(gg91), which compromises the

nuclear RNAi pathway, and the mutant drh-3(ne4253), which compromises
formation of secondary 22G RNAs.
In addition to the MIRAGE DNA transposon, reported NRDE germline
targets bath-45, B0250.8 and F15D4.5 were chosen for analysis as they have
previously been observed to increase expression upon loss of both nuclear RNAi
pathway and DRH-3 function12,38. Assayed as well were RNase H ribonuclease
rnh-1.3 and the uncharacterized protein coding locus W09B7.2, which have
recently been reported to map siRNAs immunoprecipitating with nuclear RNAi
WAGO HRDE-1, directly implicating them as NRDE germline targets12. These
two loci had also exhibited up-regulation in the initial Condensin II mutant
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microarray studies, strengthening the potential link of Condensin II action in the
nuclear RNAi pathway.
Quantitative RT-PCR of target loci expression exhibits an interesting
overlap in the features moderated by Condensin II (Figure 2.3A). Derepression
of MIRAGE, and loci rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2, is observed the Condensin II mutant
and both siRNA pathway mutants, potentiating a shared silencing mechanism for
these targets. Conversely, the loci bath-45 and B0250.8 show no derepression
upon loss of Condensin II, though as expected they are desilenced upon loss of
nrde-2 and drh-3. Interestingly, F15D4.5 presents an expression profile more
similar to targets MIRAGE, rnh-1.3, and W09B7.2 in the high level of desilencing
exhibited at this locus in nrde-2 and drh-3 mutants. However, the modest 2.5fold increase of F15D4.5 mRNA in the Condensin II mutant did not prove
statistically significant (p value = .14).
This data suggests a potential overlap in the subsets of loci whose
expression is mediated by Condensin II and the nuclear RNAi pathway. nrde-2
mutant overexpression of rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2 displayed them to be targets of
the NRDE pathway; overexpression of MIRAGE in nrde-2 suggests that it too is
silenced via the NRDE pathway. Results propose that the full complement of six
tested loci may be considered targets of nuclear RNAi machinery, and potentially
“true” endogenous germline target genes. However, Condensin II plays a role in
silencing expression only in the subset of MIRAGE, rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2 loci.
Overexpression of these loci in mutant drh-3(ne4253), an integral component of
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Figure 2.3: Condensin II is involved in silencing several germline targets
regulated by the nuclear RNAi pathway.
(A) Fold change in mRNA expression of targets regulated by the nuclear RNAi pathway
and Condensin II. A subset of targets silenced by NRDE factors overlaps with those regulated by
Condensin II. Early disruption of the NRDE germline RNAi pathway in the nrde-2(gg91) mutant,
as well as disruption of germline effector 22G RNA production in the drh-3(ne4253) mutant,
released mRNA silencing from all six target loci.

Condensin II mutant hcp-6(mr17) showed

notable increase of mRNA from MIRAGE, rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2 loci, and modest 2.5 fold
increase of F15D4.5 mRNA. Error bars represent range and standard deviation from two (nrde-2
and drh-3) and three (wild type and hcp-6) biological replicates, respectively.
(B) Fold enrichment of repressive H3K9me3 mark (top) and Condensin II subunit MIX-1
(bottom) at loci targeted by germline siRNAs in the NRDE pathway.

H3K9me3 was lost at

germline target loci, but not at MIRAGE, upon nuclear RNAi pathway disruption (nrde-2 mutant);
Condensin II mutant hcp-6(mr17) showed no effect on H3K9me3 depletion at any of the target
loci.

MIX-1 did not show direct condensin enrichment at any of the tested loci.

represent range from two (nrde-2) and three (wild type and hcp-6) biological replicates.

Error bars
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the RdRp core complex responsible for secondary 22G RNA formation, likewise
confirms that the “Condensin II subset” of loci are indeed targeted by siRNAs.
Taken together, this evidence suggests that at minimum, Condensin II subunit
HCP-6 and the NRDE nuclear RNAi pathway silence expression of select
common target loci.

Condensin II mutation does not alter MIRAGE heterochromatin state
The nuclear RNAi pathway operates primarily via transcriptional silencing
of target loci, although HRDE-1 dependent silencing implicates a posttranscriptional component as well2. NRDE pathway nuclear WAGOs loaded with
22G

RNAs

bind

nascent

pre-mRNA,

and

promote

accumulation

of

heterochromatic mark H3K9me3 at target loci; association of NRDE factors with
target loci chromatin inhibits elongation of RNA Polymerase II downstream of the
target site13.
In order to determine if Condensin II plays a role in silencing endogenous
nuclear RNAi targets via formation of repressive H3K9me3 heterochromatin,
chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) was performed to assay heterochromatin
formation at target sites. Additionally, as “endogenous germline target genes”
are specifically defined by a two-fold loss of H3K9me3 in nrde-2 mutants, the
ChIP assay will test if the “Condensin II subset” of loci may be truly classified as
such.
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Positive and negative controls for heterochromatin deposition were
derived from ModENCODE regions locally enriched (cpt-3 region III: 20840362084159) and depleted (cpt-3 region III: 2089625-2089708) of H3K9me3,
respectively. Accumulation of H3K9me3 in wild type and hcp-6(mr17) animals
was tested at six NRDE-dependent loci – the three previously characterized
NRDE germline targets bath-45, B0250.8 and F15D4.5, as well as the
experimentally

verified

NRDE-dependent

targets

MIRAGE,

rnh-1.3

and

W09B7.2. Compromise of the NRDE nuclear RNAi pathway, as in mutant nrde2(gg91), is expected to releases H3K9me3 accumulation and relieves
transcriptional silencing at target loci.
As expected, fold enrichment of H3K9me3 at previously characterized
NRDE germline targets is drastically reduced in the nrde-2(ne4253) mutant
(Figure 2.3B top). Loss of H3K9me3 by more than two-fold in nrde-2(ne4253) is
also demonstrated in the experimentally verified NRDE-dependent targets rnh1.3 and W09B7.2 – allowing them to be classified as true “endogenous germline
targets” (rnh-1.3 = 2.24 fold depletion).

However, observed H3K9me3

enrichment at MIRAGE is unaffected; based on current knowledge, it cannot thus
be classified as a true “endogenous germline target” of the NRDE pathway.
Accumulation of H3K9me3 in the hcp-6(mr17) mutant is statistically unaffected at
any tested locus, regardless of “endogenous germline target” classification.
To address whether condensin itself binds to chromatin at MIRAGE and at
target loci of the germline nuclear RNAi pathway, ChIP for shared condensin
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subunit MIX-1 was performed in wild-type adult hermaphrodites (Figure 2.3B
bottom). As core SMC subunit MIX-1 is the only component common to all three
C. elegans condensins, ChIP with antibody against MIX-1 isolates all three
condensin complexes indiscriminately18. The positive control for MIX1 ChIP was
the Rex-2 (recruitment element on X) consensus motif, one of several motif loci
on the X chromosome reported to be bound by MIX-1; the negative control was
Basal-X (basal binding to X chromosome) sequence, an X chromosome region
reported to be free of MIX-1 binding10,49.

ChIP with non-specific condensin

subunit MIX-1 reveals that Condensin II is not observed at MIRAGE or the tested
NRDE target loci (Figure 2.3B bottom).
While

Condensin

II

mutant

hcp-6(mr17)

exhibits

consistent

and

reproducible desilencing of transposon MIRAGE and NRDE target-like loci rnh1.3 and W09B7.2, these loci do not demonstrate altered H3K9me3 chromatin
state as a result of HCP-6 mutation. Additionally, binding of condensin was not
observed at any of the loci tested, as evidenced by ChIP with common condensin
subunit MIX-1. Results suggest that Condensin II action in silencing of MIRAGE
and related loci may proceed indirectly, through a mechanism independent of
H3K9me3 heterochromatin signaling, and likely distinct from that used by the
NRDE nuclear silencing pathway.
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2.3

Conclusions
Condensin complex proteins have been implicated in gene regulation in

several species, and the C. elegans specialized dosage compensation condensin
is known to transcriptionally silence genes on the X chromosome19,22,39. When
this study began, it was not known whether related worm condensins I and II
likewise had roles in the silencing of gene expression. Quantitative RT-PCR and
ChIP analysis show that DNA transposon MIRAGE, and retrotransposon related
loci rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2, are derepressed upon loss of Condensin II subunit
HCP-6.

With the exception of MIRAGE, these loci also prove to be true

endogenous germline targets, based upon H3K9me3 depletion.
Loci rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2 appear to be silenced by both HCP-6 and the
NRDE pathway, while silencing of the remaining nuclear RNAi targets is
unaffected by HCP-6. The transposon-type loci derepressed in hcp-6(mr17) thus
appear to represent only a subset of the endogenous loci targeted by NRDE
factors, as the HCP-6 dependent derepression they show does not extent to
previously characterized endogenous targets bath-45, B0250.8 and F15D4.5. All
target loci tested do exhibit enrichment of repressive mark H3K9me3, yet this
enrichment remains unaffected upon loss of HCP-6 at both transposon-like
“Condensin II subset” loci and the non-transposon target group, suggesting that
HCP-6 is dispensable for heterochromatin accumulation at the assayed targets.
Furthermore, MIX-1 ChIP evidence shows that Condensin II does not associate
with target site chromatin. This suggests that Condensin II is able to mediate
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silencing of select loci, but that this function may be indirect, through
mechanisms independent of heterochromatin H3K9me3 formation.
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CHAPTER III

Discussion

Fidelity of genetic information passed through the germline is paramount
to the successful propagation of any species. Repetitive and mobile elements
pose hazards to genome integrity, and the expression of these sequences
reduces fitness for the organism as a whole. Molecular mechanisms have thus
evolved to combat repetitive sequence expression and suppress transposable
element mobility.

Inhibition of threatening elements occurs at both the

transcriptional and post-transcriptional level, through small RNA-mediated
silencing networks.
Silencing is also mediated through the action of chromosome architecture
and organization proteins. Chromosome condensation and segregation protein
complex condensin has been broadly implicated in transcriptional silencing of
repetitive genes and broad chromosomal domains. In nematode C. elegans,
Condensin IDC acts specifically to transcriptionally silence X chromosome gene
expression, and gene regulatory roles for Condensin I and II have been strongly
suggested through work in other organisms. Investigating the role of C. elegans
Condensin II in gene regulation, initial microarray studies in the Hagstrom Lab
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implicated Condensin II subunit HCP-6 in specifically silencing DNA transposon
MIRAGE.
In order to query if general transposon silencing was a broad function of
Condensin II, this study used independent qRT-PCR analysis to assay
expression of MIRAGE and a variety of other nematode transposable elements
upon loss of HCP-6. To determine the molecular mechanism by which MIRAGE
silencing is mediated, chromatin immunoprecipitation techniques were used to
assay heterochromatin enrichment and condensin binding at MIRAGE and
related endogenous silencing targets in Condensin II mutant worms.
Condensin II proved to be dispensable for the silencing of both Class I
Retrotransposons and Class II DNA Transposons, with exception only of DNA
transposon MIRAGE.

Transposon-related loci rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2, up-

regulated in the original microarray studies, were also confirmed to increase
expression upon loss of HCP-6.

Loss of HCP-6 did not appear to affect

abundance or maintenance of local heterochromatin mark H3K9me3 at these
targets. This, along with the observation that Condensin II is not bound to local
target chromatin, suggests that the silencing function of Condensin II is specific
to a small subset of tested loci, and that this silencing is indirect.
Notably, silencing of MIRAGE was also drastically relieved upon loss of
transcriptional silencing factor NRDE-2, hinting that MIRAGE is regulated in a
NRDE-dependent manner. However, this observation was not enough to classify
MIRAGE as a true target of the NRDE germline pathway. “Endogenous germline
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target loci” are defined as genes which exhibit at least a two-fold reduction in
heterochromatin mark H3K9me3 upon loss of NRDE-2/412.

While MIRAGE

mRNA exhibited extensive NRDE-dependent derepression, no change in
H3K9me3 occupancy at the locus was observed in nrde-2(ne4253). MIRAGE is
thus not officially classified as an endogenous germline target of the NRDE
pathway, underscoring the observation that silencing of this element appears to
occur through indirect methods.

3.1

The Role of HCP-6
HCP-6 dependent silencing of MIRAGE mRNA is consistent and

reproducible, and independent of the heterochromatin accumulation suggestive
of transcriptional silencing pathways.

This phenomenon is mimicked for the

transposon-like targets rnh-1.3 and W09B7.2 which, with MIRAGE, appear to be
managed by HCP-6 as a “Condensin II subset” of NRDE-dependent loci.
Expression at these loci in mutant dhr-3(ne4253) far exceeded expression in
hcp-6(mr17) – directly implying a 22G RNA component to targeting of this
subset.

HCP-6 and the 22G RNA biogenesis factor DRH-3 also share

chromosome

segregation

and

anaphase

bridge

depletion

phenotypes,

strengthening a potential link between Condensin II and secondary siRNAs.
Argonaute CSR-1 and its associated 22G RNAs target genic loci for the
formation and maintenance of chromatin structure.
established

in

this

way

are

excluded

from

Targeted domains

domains

of

centromeric
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heterochromatin CENP-A, yet loss of CSR-1 targeting disrupts CENP-A
chromatin organization. Condensin II localizes to chromatin domains enriched
for CENP-A, depletion of which abrogates proper localization of HCP-6.
Likewise, depletion of CSR-1 results in disrupted and improper localization of
Condensin II CAP subunit KLE-2117. C. elegans chromosomes are holocentric,
and as condensin has been observed to establish active and repressive
chromatin domains, it is conceivable that the Condensin II complex works with
CSR-1 to balance the interplay between centromeric and non-centromeric
chromatin.
As an HCP-6 dependent transcriptional silencing mechanism was not
observed at any of the loci tested, it becomes likely that HCP-6 acts in an indirect
manner to silence transposon-related loci.

Condensin proteins are able to

supercoil DNA, and Condensin II appears to be associated with chromosomes
throughout the cell cycle.

Loss of HCP-6 during interphase could relax

repressive chromatin architecture, and allow H3K9me3 heterochromatin to move
away from the repressive nuclear periphery. This concept is underscored by
current models of chromatin looping, which rely upon condensin proteins as both
boundary and structural elements7,22,48,62.

3.2

MIRAGE and the Nuclear Silencing Pathway
Loss of silencing as measured by mRNA expression does not differentiate

between transcriptional and post-transcriptional silencing mechanisms, and the
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presence of heterochromatin does entirely negate the possibility of transcription
through a region. Heterochromatin protein HP1 and H3K9me3 both bind actively
transcribed genes, and while heterochromatin is a marking feature of repetitive
loci, these sequences are basally transcribed at a low level in most eukaryotic
genomes32,68.

As genetic parasites, transposable elements are ultimately

dependent the viability of their host, and as such must rely on only a dampened
level of activity71. DNA transposon MIRAGE is transcribed at very low level in L4
and young adult worms, concurrent in development with gametogenesis and a
large general expansion of germ cell number97. Developing oocytes must be
maternally provisioned with protein coding genes and silencing signals.

It is

possible that the low basal level of MIRAGE transcription during these stages
provides the necessary template – through intra-molecular pairing of TIRs – for
amplification of silencing signals.
The maintenance of H3K9me3 at the MIRAGE locus upon de-repression
implies lack of a transcriptional silencing component, but preserves the possibility
of a post-transcriptional silencing mechanism. And indeed, germline silencing of
Tc1 is reported to be post-transcriptional and heterochromatin independent80.
However, in order to more fully determine the contribution of transcriptional and
post-transcriptional pathways, transcription activity through the region should be
assayed via nuclear run-on or RNA Polymerase II ChIP.
Additionally, the fact that MIRAGE mRNA expression appears extremely
dependent on a nuclear silencing factor strongly links this locus to the nuclear
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germline silencing pathway. Binding of NRDE-2 to nascent transcripts is thought
to

recruit

histone

methyltransferases,

and

thus

accumulate

H3K9me3.

Interestingly, proclaimed endogenous NRDE germline target B0250.8 does not
itself entirely conform to the “H3K9me3 two-fold depletion” rule – previous
studies did not show two-fold depletion of H3K9me3 upon loss of NRDE-2; the
classification remained as two-fold depletion of H3K9me3 was observed upon
loss of NRDE-412.

Similarly, statistical analysis of matched ChIP data sets

reveals that the observed fold change in H3K9me3 occupancy is not quite
significant (p value = 0.056), replicating previous observations; this distinction is
obscured when data is handled as one larger sample set (as shown) due to
increased variability.

The possibility is thus presented that heterochromatin

formation at nuclear germline targets may not consistently depend on NRDE-2.
Furthermore, nuclear RNAi factor NRDE-2 does not itself associate with
chromatin, but rather with the nascent pre-mRNA transcript13. This becomes
relevant in light of the fact that several MIRAGE elements are located within the
large introns of protein coding genes.

Without an observed promoter, any

transcription of MIRAGE over background/basal levels depends on read through
from these genes – heterochromatin accumulation targeted to MIRAGE through
NRDE-2 association with pre-mRNA could result in detrimental spread of
H3K9me3 into these genic sequences, causing repression. It therefore becomes
conceivable that, as observed, NRDE-2 is dispensable for H3K9me3
maintenance at MIRAGE.
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The question of MIRAGE silencing through the transcriptional pathway
therefore remains. As NRDE-2 is strictly a nuclear-localized factor, the possibility
that it plays a direct role in cytoplasmic post-transcriptional silencing appears
slim. In order to parse out the potential nuclear silencing aspect of MIRAGE, we
must look to other components of the nuclear germline silencing pathway. Factor
NRDE-1 likewise is recruited to and associates with pre-mRNA, but also
associates directly with chromatin; NRDE-1 deposition to chromatin is NRDE-4
dependent. Upstream of these factors is the nuclear WAGO HRDE-1, which is
loaded with the targeting 22G RNA and responsible for direct recognition of
complimentary loci.

Perhaps most telling, 22G RNAs mapping to MIRAGE

transposon sequence K02B7.2 have been reported to co-immunoprecipitate with
HRDE-1, directly implying germline transcriptional silencing of the element12.
Depletion of H3K9me3 accumulation at this locus upon loss of factors NRDE-1
and NRDE-4, in concordance with RNA Polymerase II accumulation, would
indicate that MIRAGE is in fact mediated by transcriptional gene silencing.
While the current role of Condensin II in MIRAGE silencing appears
indirect, the transposon silencing activity of HCP-6 has immediate consequences
for germline integrity and genome stability. Condensin function in gene silencing
at a subset of transposon-related loci adds to the growing evidence of condensin
protein action in non-mitotic roles.
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CHAPTER IV

Materials and Methods

C. elegans strains
All strains were maintained at 15°C on NG plates using standard
techniques. The temperature-sensitive (ts) mutant hcp-6(mr17) was shifted to
25°C to compromise HCP-6 function prior to assays; all strains being assayed
concurrently were simultaneously shifted to maintain consistency in protocol.
Strain
TY2386
AR1
YY186
WM206

Genotype
wild type Bristol N2
hcp-6 (mr17) I
nrde-2 (gg91) II
drh-3 (ne4253) I

Lesion

Reference

Missense
Exon 2 Stop
Missense

Chan R, et al. 2004
Guang S, et al. 2010
Gu W, et al. 2009

Oligonucleotide Primers
Except where noted, all primer sets were based upon sequence
information in WormBase versions WB227 – WB232. Primers were designed
using Primer3 Plus and synthesized by IDT. Primer sets bath-45, B0250.8 and
F15D4.5 originally reported in Gu W, et al. 2009.

Rex-2 and Basal-X sites

reported in Blauwkamp TA and Csankovszki G, 2009.
Purpose
Normalization Ctrl
Normalization Ctrl

Target/Name
ama-1
ama-1

Forward
Reverse

Sequence
5’ CCAACGTACTCTCCAACATCTC 3’
5’ CCACCTCCACTTTCATAACTTG 3’
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H3K9me3 Neg Ctrl*
cpt-3
Forward
5’ TCTTTGGTTGTCTGCGTCTC 3’
H3K9me3 Neg Ctrl*
cpt-3
Reverse
5’ AAGTTGGTGGTGTGTGTTGG 3’
*Based on ModENCODE data; H3K9me3 poor genome region III: 2089625-2089708
H3K9me3 Pos Ctrl*
cpt-3
Forward
5’ CAACCCCGTTTAGTCCAATG 3’
H3K9me3 Pos Ctrl*
cpt-3
Reverse
5’ AATGCTCTGGGGCTAGATTG 3’
*Based on ModENCODE data; H3K9me3 rich genome region III: 2084036-2084159
MIX-1 Neg Ctrl
MIX-1 Neg Ctrl

Basal-X
Basal-X

Forward
Reverse

5’ GCCAGTACCAACACCAACCA 3’
5’ GAAACACCCGAAACATGCTG 3’

MIX-1 Pos Ctrl
MIX-1 Pos Ctrl

Rex-2
Rex-2

Forward
Reverse

5’ GCCCCTGCATTCTTTTTAGG 3’
5’ TTTTCGCTCTCTTCCCCTCT 3’

MIRAGE
MIRAGE

Forward
Reverse

5’ GCCTTCGTCAAAGAAACCAG 3’
5’ AACAAGTCAACCGGGCATAG 3’

bath-45
bath-45

Forward
Reverse

5’ ACGATGGTTGATGCTTTCCT 3’
5’ CACCACAACAATCCCATCAG 3’

B0250.8
B0250.8

Forward
Reverse

5’ ATGCAGTGGACAATGGCAAG 3’
5’ CTGCCAACGTGCATTTGTTT 3’

F15D4.5
F15D4.5

Forward
Reverse

5’ ACGAGAGAAGACCCCCAATTC 3’
5’ TCGTAGTGACGAGCCGTTTC 3’

Rnh-1.3
Rnh-1.3

Forward
Reverse

5’ CCACACTGATTCCAAGAACG 3’
5’ TGCGGTCGATATCTCTGATG 3’

W09B7.2
W09B7.2

Forward
Reverse

5’ GAAAACCAATCGTCCCACAC 3’
5’ TCCTCGGATGTTCTCATTCC 3’

Cer1
Cer1

Forward
Reverse

5’ AAAGGAGCAAATCCGTCAGC 3’
5’ TCATTGCCCAGGAATCACTC 3’

Cer7
Cer7

Forward
Reverse

5’ GGTCCAAACCATTGGAGATG 3’
5’ GGAGCGTGCATTATCGTTTC 3’

Cer10
Cer10

Forward
Reverse

5’ GGGACCAACTCCACAAAATG 3’
5’ TGCTTCTGGCTGTTGTATGG 3’

Line2A
Line2A

Forward
Reverse

5’ TGGTTTCGCTCTTTCCTCAG 3’
5’ AAAACAGGAACGGTCCACAG 3’

MudR2
MudR2

Forward
Reverse

5’ GGACGGTGAAATGAGAAAGC 3’
5’ TGCGTCACCAAGGTTATACG 3’

Tc1
Tc1

Forward
Reverse

5’ AACCGTTAAGCATGGAGGTG 3’
5’ CACATGACGACGTTGAAACC 3’

Tc3
Tc3

Forward
Reverse

5’ GAGCGTTCACGGAGAAGAAG 3’
5’ AATAGTCGCGGGTTGAGTTG 3’
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Tc4
Tc4

Forward
Reverse

5’ TCGTTTGGCACAGCTTACAC 3’
5’ TTTCCAGTGCCATAGCCATC 3’

Turmoil2
Turmoil2

Forward
Reverse

5’ ACACCCAAATCAGCAGAGG 3’
5’ AACAGAGAACCGGAATGTGG 3’

RNA Extraction
RNA extraction was performed using RNAzol RT (MRC Gene).

Age-

synchronous worms were collected and washed 3x in 1X M9 to remove any
residual bacteria; large samples were split to 1.5mL tubes holding roughly 100uL
pelleted worms. Supernatant was removed and 250uL of RNAzol RT was added
to the worm pellet; worms were vortexed for approximately 30 seconds then flash
frozen to facilitate breaking the cuticle.

Samples were thawed rapidly by a

second addition of 250uL RNAzol RT, and vortexed for a further 30 seconds.
Extraction then proceeded as described in the RNAzol RT product protocol.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation
Assay was done on gravid adult worms. Wild-type and mutant worms
were synchronized by bleach preparation to release embryos, which were then
raised at 15°C from L1 to L4 on SNG plates seeded with E. coli HB101. At L4
stage, worms were transferred to 25°C and grown until gravid adult. Worms
were collected and washed 3x with 1X M9, and treated for 30 minutes with 10mM
of long-arm crosslinker 3,3’-dithiobispropionimidate (DTBP) in 1X M9 while
nutating.
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Crosslinking was quenched with the addition of glycine to a 250mM final
concentration, and nutating 10 minutes. Quenched worms were washed once
with 1X M9 and once with crosslinking buffer (1% formaldehyde in 1X M9), then
transferred to a 7mL glass dounce homogenizer; worms were lysed on ice by
douncing approximately 30 strokes.

The worm suspension was further

crosslinked with 1% formaldehyde in 1X M9 for 30 minutes at with nutating, and
again quenched by adding 250mM final concentration of glycine, and nutating for
10 minutes.
Samples were washed 3x with 1X M9 and once with FA Buffer (50mM
HEPES/KOH pH 7.5, 1mM EDTA, 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% Sodium Deoxycholate,
150mM NaCl, 1X Roche Complete Protease Inhibitor); samples were pelleted
and supernatant removed before aliquoting and flash freezing.

Prior to

sonication, thawed pellets were resuspended in three volumes of FA Buffer;
sonication was performed for 12 cycles of 30 seconds ON and 30 seconds OFF
using the Diagenode BioRuptor NextGen (UCD-300) set at “high.”
Immunoprecipitation against H3K9me3 used 10ug of antibody Abcam
#8898. pRb α MIX-1 antibody was custom made (Covance) against C-terminal
peptides and affinity purified in-house; approximately 40ug were used. 3.3mg of
extract in a final volume of 500uL was incubated with antibody overnight at 4°C;
60uL of a 50% Protein A/G agarose slurry was used to recover material bound by
antibody.
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Under nutation, complexed material was washed as follows: FA Buffer (2x
5 minutes), FA Buffer with 1M NaCl (1x 5 minutes), FA Buffer with 500mM NaCl
(1x 10 minutes), TEL Buffer (0.25M LiCl, 1% NP-40, 1% Sodium Deoxycholate in
TE) (1x 10 minutes), and TE (2x 5 minutes). Complexes were eluted by two
rounds of 15 minute incubation with agitation at 65°C in 150uL elution buffer (1%
SDS, 250mM NaCl in TE). Eluates were combined and digested with Proteinase
K for two hours at 55°C, and treated with RNase A for 30 minutes at 37°C.
Crosslinks were reversed by overnight incubation at 65°C, and DNA recovered
by phenol:chloroform extraction and ethanol precipitation.

Quantitative Reverse Transcription PCR
Expression analysis qRT-PCR was carried out on cDNA prepared from
total purified RNA using the SuperScript VILO cDNA Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen).
ChIP qRT-PCR was carried out directly on undiluted immunoprecipitated DNA
and diluted input DNA samples.

All primers were tested for amplification

efficiency and generation of single product by standard curve analysis of serial
dilutions and gel electrophoresis.
Amplification reactions were prepared using Power SYBR Green PCR
Master Mix (ABI) in a final reaction volume of 15uL, with triplicate technical
replicates.

Cycling was performed using the StepOne Plus Real-Time PCR

System (ABI), and reaction verified for presence of single PCR product by
dissociation curve analysis and gel electrophoresis. Relative quantification for
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target enrichment was calculated using the Livak method (comparative ΔΔCT).
Students T-Test was used for statistical analysis.
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